
Pattern Reviews V
Welcome to part five of our Pattern Reviews.  This 
month we are continuing our coverage of DAY / BEST 
DRESSES -- Part 2 of 2 (Simplicity Patterns)  
 Let's start out by giving a great big THANK YOU 
to Simplicity for giving us reenactors quality patterns, 
and making them available to everyone in the Big Name 
Stores.  Their pattern lines for reenactors include: Martha 
McCain's Fashion Historian; Wisconsin Historical 
Society - Civil War; The Museum Curator by Deborah 
Woodbridge; and the newest line The Museum Curator 
(Designs By Kay) by Kay Gnagey.  Each separate pattern 
line has been created especially for us, allowing us to 
stay within historical standards. So let's take a moment 
to tip our bonnets to them. THANKS.
 Now onto business. Here is what I mean when 
I say a DAY DRESS: It is the staple of most fashion 
shows. They allow a woman to show off her wealth and 
are usually trimmed out quite well.  Day dresses can 
be made of cotton, wool, or silk. They are meant to be 
worn over a hoop or cage, and should fall somewhere 
near 2-3 inches from the floor. Find a dress type that 
flatters your particular figure, then choose a color that 
compliments your skin tone, and Viola! You now have 
your BEST DRESS.
 For those of you who are new to my review articles, 
I am trying to give my honest opinion of patterns that 
are available to reenactors just starting out, so that YOU 
don't waste your hard earned money on bad patterns 
or ones that are too difficult to understand, like I did 
when I first started reenacting.  I have enlisted the help 
of several close friends I call my "SECRET SEWING 
SOCIETY" and together we sew the patterns, compile 
our opinions, and let you know what we thought. 
 What specifically will the reviews tell you?
 Pros & Cons: any detail we think you’d need to 
know before buying the pattern. Plus what you may 
need to alter to make the pattern work better for you.
 Sewing Level: No sense buying a totally authentic 
pattern if you can’t understand the directions. None of 
us are professional seamstresses, if we can't understand 
the directions we'll tell you about it. We'll categorize 
Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced. 
 Sizing: Are the size charts accurate by today's 
standards.  Size is a big issue,  our Secret Sewing 

Society are all somewhere between a size 10 to a size 
26. 
 Documentation: Are the patterns based on original 
garments or would they be categorized as costumes. 
 Expert Opinion: Many patterns state "from an 
original". What they don't say is was that original from 
the 1840s or 1860s etc. . . . this person will help us.
 Overall Satisfaction: We will rate each pattern  
 H Not worth your time
 HH Not so great
 HHH Average
 HHHH Good
 HHHHH GREAT!
   I have divided my series into several sections as Civil 
War Women have lots of layers.  The categories are: 
Undergarments -- Part I & Part II, Work Dresses & 
Aprons, Day/Best Dresses -- Part I & Part II, Evening 
Dresses & Ball Gowns, Outerwear, Wrappers, Riding 
Habits, Corsets, New/Missed Patterns, and of course 
the "Best-Of-The-Best" Award Winners where we'll 
pick our top pattern choices from each category.
 And a bonus feature is that not only will you see 
the pattern covers, but we'll show you what our finished 
product looks like, so you can see for yourself what a 
dress from that particular pattern can look like! We'll 
also add notes as to what we've changed in the pattern to 
make it fit, personalized, or more period appropriate.
 Different social classes need different clothing 
items, but since this section is focusing on DAY / BEST 
DRESSES, I'll limit my suggestions this month to mid-
upper class impressions.  
 If you join a unit, they may have a "kitty" of spare 
clothing for you to borrow to start out.  If you don't join 
a unit, that's ok, just puts a little more pressure on you 
to get sewing!
 BUT before we get started on dress reviews, my 
Secret Sewing Society want me to mention the TWO 
BIGGEST MISTAKES made by new reenactors in 
regards to making/choosing their own dresses.
 #1 --  FABRIC CHOICE! Sounds easy right, but 
even the best patterns out there can be ruined if it is 
made with the wrong fabric.  Now we're not saying that 
Big Name Stores don't carry good fabric for low prices, 
we're just saying try to be particular in your fabric 
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selection.  You don't have to go online and spend $10/
yard for good cotton fabric, but we also don't want you 
to buy a great calico print that has little scottish puppies 
on it. 
 One book that has really helped me is Textile Designs 
by Meller / Elffers. (available at amazon or barnes & 
noble)  This book shows examples of original fabric, 
categorized by color, date, and patterns.  It helped me to 
better understand what I should be looking for. 
 BUT on the other hand, we all make the $1/yard 
bargain sale rack, and that "really close" cotton fabric 
will be mine if I beat you to the store!
 #2 --  SLEEVE CHOICE! Again this sounds easy 
right? Just make any pattern out of any fabric, just like 
it is on the pattern cover , and Viola!  But unfortunately, 
life is never that easy.  Some patterns are designed to be 
a best dress made out of silk with fancy pagoda sleeves 
and lacy undersleeves. This particular pattern would not 
be as good made out of a homespun cotton with pagoda 
sleeves and lacy undersleeves.  
 To this end I have enlisted the assistance of someone 
with more knowledge than I.  A few years back I 
attended the Midwest Civil War Civilian Conference 
and there was a presentation on "Sleeve Variations".  
Extensive research on sleeve types and variations of 
original garments was put into a chart she made, and 
she has graciously allowed me to reprint it for you.  (see 
next page)  This chart shows which dresses best match 
which sleeve pattern types, which were most common 
and which just weren't done.  If you follow this chart 
you can't go wrong with sleeve choice!  Trust me this 
chart will be invaluable to you from now on!

 Ok enough chatter, let's get on with it, welcome to 
What To Sew . . . And What NOT To Sew: Part V -- 
SIMPLICITY DAY/BEST DRESSES  PART 2 of 2.

WHAT TO SEW continued . . .
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When To Use Which Sleeve Style
The following table is based on the study of many extant garments, as well as those photographs where a fabric guess 
can be made with some certainty.

Provided courtsey of Kay Gnagey   www.Originals-By-Kay.com
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SIMPLICITY
Fashion Historian
#4551
  
Average Cost: $ 17.95
Sewing Level: Beg./Int.
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 8 1/2 

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand 
and included many illustrations. Bodice has darts 
in front. Bodice Back is gathered. Included period 
technique of flat lining and cartridge pleating. View A 
& B close with hooks & eyes, but view C closes with 
buttonholes. Skirt is cartridge pleated, and the pattern 
does suggest to use Tiger Tape™ to keep your spacing 
even.  Then the finished pleats are hand sewn to the 
waistband. You also have a choice of 3 different sleeve 
styles: Bishop, coat, and coat with sleeve jockey.

Cons: No self-fabric piping on seams. Neckline is 
finished with bias fold tape. There is no hem saver 
or hem protector, but it does call for a 3 1/2" fashion 
fabric hem to be zig-zag stitched or serged into place. 
Some had difficulty with how the bodice finished out. 
We do suggest making and fitting a muslin bodice 
FIRST, so you don't waste your fashion fabric. The 
sleeve jockeys seem to be a bit short, we would have 
prefered one a bit wider. The coat sleeves fit a bit tight, 
you may need to add a little fabric.

Overall Satisfaction: HHHH

Expert Opinion: The coat sleeves may be too narrow, 
and the bishop sleeves don't appear full enough.

*NOTE Simplicity lists this pattern as out of print.

SEWER SECRETS:
 This secret sewer chose View A. 

She added a crochet collar 
instead of the fabric one, and 

chose not to cartridge pleat the 
skirt, but to use directional 

pleats.  She also suggests 
not using a fabric that has 
directional stripes as this 

as matching was sure fun!!!

SIMPLICITY
Wisconsin Historical Society
#3727
  
Average Cost: $ 17.95
Sewing Level: Intermediate
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 9 

Pros: Pattern & directions were 
easy to understand and included 
many illustrations. Bodice closes in front with hooks 
and eyes. Darts in the bodice are boned. Does have 
self-fabric piping on neckline. This pattern includes 
hand-made frogs and cuff links. Skirt is cartridge 
pleated and fully lined.

Cons: Pattern suggests "finishing" seams with a ziz-
zag stitch.  Calls for hand-making cord frogs.  This 
was most challenging, bring your patience! Has a 2" 
self fabric hem that is hand sewn to lining, but there is 
no hem saver or protector. One of our Secret Sewing 
Society believed they "cheated" on the sleeves.  All 
three flounces should have been separate pieces each 
sewn to the armhole, and not sewn to one another as 
one sleeve.  One of our Secret Sewing Society (size 
14) had to make some adjustments as the bodice was 
a bit small in the chest area. So we would suggest 
our plus size ladies making a muslin bodice first and 
fitting it before wasting your good fashion fabric.  
Our sewer added between 1 1/2 to 2 inches in hers. 
Another suggestion might be to just add a greater seam 
allowance so if yours doesn't fit, you still have a bit of 
give.

Documentation: 
http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/museum/artifacts/
archives/002628.asp

Overall Satisfaction: HHHH
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SIMPLICITY
The Museum Curator
#3791
  
Average Cost: $ 17.95
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 8  (60") 
(also 11 yds of fold-over braid,
and 40 yds of soutache)

Description: Even though this pattern looks like a 
shirt and jacket, the bodice is in fact one piece.

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand 
and included many illustrations. The bust pads were 
helpful in this pattern to our smaller sewers and the 
pattern was pretty generous in the bust area. The bust 
darts are good. 

Cons: Skirt pieces are not square, they are gored or 
wedge shape.  This design makes it slightly more 
difficult to fit over some hoops. It does advise to 
determine finished length before starting. Suggests 
zig-zag stitch or serger to finish edges. We all love the 
double front point, unfortunately it doesn't really lay 
well for ladies over a size 9 (even when they had their 
corsets on) The waist hangs low and the mock jacket 
does nothing to accentuate the waist.  The sleeve style 
appeared to be quite full at the shoulder for a coat 
sleeve design, and the sleeve itself tended to be a bit 
tight in the elbow area. You would be well advised to 
make a muslin first, and be sure to measure your upper 
arm, no sense cutting out a sleeve if it's circumference 
isn't wide enought to cover your muscles. Does not 
have self-piping at the seams.

Documentation: The original jacket is separate from 
the vest, but this change does not per se make the outfit 
in-authentic as they did do this back then. Based on a 
dress in the Metropolitan Museum.

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

Expert Opinion: The basque in the back is shaped 
fnny, bodice is a bit too long, and the original has an 
oval skirt. As designed this dress needs a collar.

SIMPLICITY
The Museum Curator
#3855
  
Average Cost: $ 17.95
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: 

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 13
(contrast sleeves, flange & trim
add another 4 yds) 
**extra fabric needed to match plaids.
**need pinking sheers for ruching

Description: Bodice is gathered in the back and darted 
in the front and is designed with bust pads. Skirt is 
cartridge pleated. Everything closes with hooks and 
eyes the bodice attaches to skirt with more hooks and 
eyes.

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand and 
included many illustrations. Has a skirt facing (hem 
protector) on inside of skirt, but did not call for hem 
tape. Great design, can be made into a nicer dress, or 
possibly even a sheer dress.

Cons: Skirt pieces are not square, they are gored or 
wedge shape.  This design makes it slightly more 
difficult to fit over some hoops. It does advise to 
determine finished length before starting. Suggests zig-
zag stitch or serger to finish edges. Getting the ruching 
and the flange just rights takes time and patience.
The sleeves weren't our favorite part. And the 
undersleeves didn't fit well either.  One of our Secret 
Sewing Society shaved off the point in the front 
because it didn't lay right.  Does not have self-piping at 
the seams.

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

*NOTE Simplicity lists this pattern as out of print.
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SIMPLICITY
Fashion Historian
#4400
  
Average Cost: $ 17.95
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 10

Description: View A: Interesting gathers on sleeves, 
closes with hooks and eyes with frog closures for 
show. View B: Double puffs on sleeves, closes with 
hooks and eyes with buttons for show. Neck edge and 
bodice bottom are finished with bias tape. Has bust 
pads. Skirt is cartridge pleated.

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand and 
included many illustrations. Has a skirt facing (hem 
protector) on inside of skirt, but did not call for hem 
tape. 

Cons: Waist dips a bit lower than "natural" waist. 
Sleeves were a bit tight for our plus 
size ladies, so add 1" if you are 
over a size 16. Also measure wrist 
before sewing on closures.
And test the bust pads before 
stitching them in, they may 
need to be raised to fit you better.
Does not have self-piping 
at the seams.

Overall Satisfaction: HHHH

*NOTE Simplicity lists this pattern 
as out of print.

SIMPLICITY
Fashion Historian
#4510
  
Average Cost: $ 17.95
Sewing Level: Beg/Int
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 12+
(one sewer found 12 was not enough
and ended up using 15) 

Description: Darted bodice with full pagoda sleeves 
and ruffles at bottom of skirt. Closes with hooks and 
eyes with buttons for show. Skirt is pleated and closes 
with hooks and eyes.

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand and 
included many illustrations. Has a skirt facing (hem 
protector) on inside of skirt, but did not call for hem 
tape. 

Cons: The bodice in was difficult to fit, and the 
undersleeves are quite full, but they are detachable. 
The sleeves seemed a bit short, mine came mid 
forearm, so measure first, you may need to add 1-2 
inches. The undersleeves had a tendency to not stay 
up, so you might want to "attach" them to your dress. 
The point in the front of the bodice may not lay well 
for ladies over a size 9, so be careful.  Does not have 
self-piping at the seams.

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

Expert Opinion: The bodice is too long, and the skirt 
might be too wide in larger sizes to be truly authentic.

*NOTE Simplicity lists this pattern as out of print.
SEWER SECRETS:
 This secret sewer 
chose View B. 
This sewer made the 
dress just like the 
pattern called for 
with these exceptions: 
added self-fabric 
piping, she left off 
the boning as she 
stated her corset was 
enough, and left off 
the bust pads too.
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SIMPLICITY
Costumes For Adults
#4900
  
Average Cost: $ 15.95
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 9-13 

Description: CW Costume 
Dress Plus Jacket. Bodice has darted front with 
boning. Jacket closes with frogs.

Pros: Pattern Pattern & directions were easy to 
understand and included many illustrations. Bodice 
lower edge is finished with bias tape, and skirt has 
grosgrain ribbon for waistband. Our favorte part of this 
pattern is the JACKET! It's a lovely fit and style.

Cons: This pattern calls for a zipper to close the dress 
and skirt (a no-no for CW re enactors).  This pattern 
has a narrow skirt, so you may need a narrow hoop,or 
just a quilted petti to go under it. The sleeves are cut a 
bit narrow, so larger gals may want to add 1-2 inches.

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

SIMPLICITY
Costumes For Adults
#9713
  
Average Cost: $ 15.95
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 6+
       +11 yds eyelet lace trim 

Description: View C is called a centennial costume 
with panniers. It is a collarless ankle length dress with 
skirt gathered to shaped waistline. Has a mock lace-
up front, back zipper, 2/3 length sleeves and a square 
neckline.  **NOTE, ok so I know this is not a CW 
outfit, but I added it here because I've seen this dress at 
reenactments.  

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand 
and included many illustrations.  For a 18th Century 
costume this is a lovely pattern.

Cons: WRONG TIME FRAME! This costume is a 
18th Century costume not a mid-19th century one.  
Please do not try to wear this at reenactments. And just  
to be fair, to make it a 18th century non-costume be 
sure to remove the zipper!

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

   *NOTE Simplicity lists this 
    pattern as out of print.

SEWER SECRETS:
 This secret sewer 
chose View A. 
This secret sewer 
removed all traces of 
a ZIPPER!  Which 
turned this from a 
CW Costume to a 
CW Dress.  Then 
they added the fancy 
sheer undersleees for 
a much fancier look 
than plain cotton.

SEWER SECRETS:
 This secret sewer 
really had a lot of 
fun with this pattern. 
Something new 
and different. This 
costume was made 
out of a hunter green 
crepe back satin that 
won't wrinkle, and 
she trimmed it with 
a double edged ivory 
colored lace.
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SIMPLICITY
Fashion Historian
#9761
  
Average Cost: $ 14.95
Sewing Level: Int. / Advanced
Sizing: Good
English / Spanish Instrutions

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 17+  
 + 7 5/8 yd Contrasting fabric 

Description: Bodice is darted and boned and is quite 
fitted in the waistline. Dropped armhole and shoulder. 
Cartridge pleated skirt length is based on 5'6" model. 
When finished this dress will restrict your movement, 
so be prepared!

Pros: Pattern & directions were fairly easy to 
understand and included many illustrations. 

Pro/Con: The undersleeves are not detachable, some 
Secret Sewing Society listed that as a pro others found 
it a con. The bust darts are pretty high, so check fit 
before stitching in.

Cons: The darts in the bodice front are a bit high so if 
you are petite, you may want to make them 1-2 inches 
lower. The peplum in the back will need modification 
to fit each person's backside. The peplum itself is a 
but tricky, so be patient. And don't hesitate to rip it out 
and start over. Making sure it's right and not "good 
enough" will be well worth your extra time. The button 
loops will also take some time and patience, so be 
prepared this pattern is not for beginners. Skirt has a 
narrow hem and not a hem protector/saver.

*Note make sure to use a light-weight fabric for this 
pattern. With all the layers in the skirt a mid-weight 
fabric will become mighty heavy to carry around. 

Overall Satisfaction: HHHH

*NOTE Simplicity lists this pattern as out of print.

SIMPLICITY
Fashion Historian
#5442
  
Average Cost: $ 16.95
Sewing Level: Int./Advanced
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 13 

Description: Bodice is darted and boned. Dress is 
made with french seams.

Pros: Pattern & directions were a little difficult to 
understand for beginners. And even though it doesn't 
say so, this is a pattern for a sheer dress with a low cut 
lining.

Cons: One of our Secret Sewing Society had a bit of 
a problem with the low cut lining in the shoulder area.  
Double check the measurement of your hoop before 
you cut your fabric, one of our sewers had to add 
fabric later as it didn't fit over her hoop. 

Expert Opinion: The ensemble has modern sewing 
lines and seam placements, but as a costume it is ok.  

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

*NOTE Simplicity lists this pattern as out of print.

SEWER SECRETS:
This secret sewer changed 
quite a bit in this pattern, 
as everyone in town was,  
making this dress.  She 
changed from pleated 
to gathered skirt. Added 
sleeve jockeys to make 
her's unique. Omitted the 
bust pads, and then added 
self fabric piping to the 
seams and removed the 
ruffle from the bottom of 
the skirt.
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SIMPLICITY
Museum Curator
Designs By Kay
#2887
  
Average Cost: $ 17.95
Sewing Level: Int./Adv.
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed:  8+ (54-60") 

Description: The bodice, which has a dropped waist 
with the center front and back sections being cut in one 
with the skirt, is trimmed with tabs made from material 
in stark contrast to the robe’s.  The tabs themselves are 
trimmed with soutache edging and fringe.  The trim 
of the skirt, which has a slight train, is narrow fancy 
soutache which covers the seams.  The center back 
seam has a double row of this trim all the way up to 
the neck.   The trim tabs are to be made from velvet or 
a heavy silk.
 
*NOTE measure for skirt length with undergarments 
on and OVER hoop prior to cutting out fabric. This 
pattern is designed to it a 5'6" model.

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand 
and included many illustrations. Does have self fabric 
piping in the armholes. 

Cons: Note that the yardage given is 54" wide, do not 
make the mistake of only buying 8 yds of 45" wide 
fabric! Pattern omits piping at the neckline.  Pattern 
calls for twill tape casings. 

Documentation can be found at
http://www.originals-by-kay.com/learn_about/learn_
about_ladies.htm

Overall Satisfaction: HHHHH

Kudos to our secret 
sewer for finishing 

this dress so quickly. 
This pattern was just 

released this 
season, and it was 

quite a feat to be 
finished by our 

publishing 
deadline! 

Thanks TONS!

SEWER SECRETS:
Chose to pipe the bottom edge of the bodice side 
pieces and hand the skirt instead of sewing it on as 
the directions called for.  Made self bias casings 
instead of using twill tape.

Original drawing



 In the next article I will continue with WRAPPERS 
& RIDING HABITS and any other misc patterns we've 
come across.  This might even include swimwear. 
 My Secret Sewing Society and I will continue to 
keep sewing, and look forward to filling our closets 
with new stuff! 
 Each new review might include new season stuff as 
well, as the major name brands have new patterns due 
out in Spring/Fall seasons.  
 Please note that some of the patterns listed in this 
review stated "out of print".  Rest assured that doesn't 
mean they are gone forever.  They're online at Simplicity.
com and on EBAY, they may just be missing from your 
favorite discount store.  That happens each season to 
make room for new patterns coming out.  
 If a new pattern comes out mid-season and we've 
passed that category, one of my last articles will cover 
"missed patterns".
 If for any reason you miss one of the reviews, don't 
fret.  The last article in my series will highlight our top 

PeaWHERE TO FIND THESE PATTERNS
Butterick, McCalls, & Simplicity can all be found in the 
BIG NAME STORES, but here is where you can find 
some of the other patterns we mention in our reviews.

Elizabeth Stewart Clark's Free Online Patterns
                                    www.ElizabethStewartClark.com

Fig Leaf Patterns www.Originals-By-Kay.com

Galla Rock www.GallaRock.com

Harriets www.Harriets.com
 www.VictorianTreasuresByMary.com

Heidi Marsh Patterns www.fcsutler.com
 www.JamesCountry.com

HomeSpun Patterns www.JamesCountry.com

Laughing Moon Patterns  www.lafnmoon.com

Old World Patterns www.

Past Patterns www.PastPatterns.com
 www.Originals-By-Kay.com

Peachtree Patterns www.Originals-By-Kay.com

Period Impressions www.abrahamslady.com
 www.JamesCountry.com

Truly Victorian www.trulyvictorian.com
 www.VictorianTreasuresByMary.com

MEET CHERI FRY
She lives in a small ranch style
house in Jacksonville, IL.   
Her new home is much closer to 
work, and has a fully functional
sewing room that is completely
filled with fabrics and trims. 
   Cheri lives with two male cats 
that she has rescued. They are 
always near her feet as she sews. 
They love playing with any trims or ribbons that may 
happen to fall off the table.
   Cheri has been Civil War reenacting since June 
2004. Her main interest is women's clothing. Cheri 
does both a middle-upper class & working class 
impression.
     Cheri's real life job is as a Graphic Arts Specialist 
for Bound to Stay Bound Books in Jacksonville, IL.  
BTSB specializes in binding quality children's books 
for schools and libraries.  www.btsb.com
   Cheri is a driving force behind Veterans 
Remembered, which honors veterans from all wars.     
She is also on the General Grierson Days committee. 
More information can be found on these committees 
on a web site she designed www.griersonsociety.org

picks from every category.
 Please feel free to contact me if you know of a 
pattern line we are missing. I love new patterns! And 
if you happen to see me out & about stop by to chat, 
I'd love to hear your opinions on dress patterns too! I 
listen to it all: the good, the bad, and the ugly.


